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The North-Stream-II-Project within the Light of the MacKinder-Doctrin
April-Issue of the “žGeographical Journ
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USPA NEWS - On todays Thuesday the United States Energy Secretary Rick Perry announced a sanctions bill putting onerous
restrictions on companies involved in the North-Stream-II-Project to become launched soon, the Reuters news agency spread.
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The last months before these news agency release of today the U. S. Ambassador to Germany, Richard Grenell, spoke out serious
threats against companies which are engaged within the construction-process of these Russian-German pipeline. So the striking
question will it be ““ if Germany is able to resist against these enormously pressure caused by the USA.

The author of these article forecasts since the beginning of the US-organized attempts to sabotage these linking of Russia and
Germany, that Germany will not be able to force through it´s interests against the USA. Especially not in these specific field of
Geopolitics.

In concern to these North-Stream-II-Pipeline-Project the Government of Germany always has emphasized, that it would be just and
only a matter of Economy ““ not one of Geopolitics. And it has tried to satisfies the US-Government several times in the way, to keep
on supporting additionally Gas-Transfers over the territory of Ukain.

But all this will not change the position of the USA ““ which is based upon more than 100 years old cornerstones of the anglo-saxonian
Geopolitics. These Pipeline is a matter of War ““ for the Strategists of the USA: Because it would be a lifeline of an ascending Land-
World-Power-Alliance by nature ““ as an opponent of the present Sea-World-Power USA.
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Within the April-Issue of the “žGeographical Journal“ of the year 1904 the British Navy-Geograph Halford MacKinder published a
geopolitically analysis entiteled: “žThe Geographical Pivot of History“.1 One core-thesis within these key-text of the History of the
whole 20th Century was ““ that an Unification of the natural born Land-World-Power Russia with the Core-European middle-class
Land-Power - and additionally ascending Middle-Sea-Power Germany - would be a dramatic threat to the - at that point of time -
globally Sea-World-Power Great Britain. Such an Unification would mean an Unification of the whole Eurasian Land-Bridge ““ from the
Pazific coast of East-Russia to the Atlantic Coast of Germany.

And it would combine a globally leading Industrial-State of the most modern level of development with the greatest ressort of natural
resources like Gas, Oil, Coal, Metals and all other strategically relevant commodities. As a result of these analysis these member of
the Royal Geographic Society claimed for a War to become waged against the rising Germany ““ in oder to prevent such a growing
together of it with the Mother of all Land-Powers: The enormous landmass of Russia. Further more Halford MacKinder defined it within
these - now exactly 115 years old - article as the very core-goal of the anglo-saxonian Sea-World-Power-Concept, to avoid such a
Land-Power-Cluster shaped out of Russia and Germany: To prevent an otherwise compellingly caused impact upon the globally
dominance of the British Empire - by becomming challenging by these Land-Power-Cluster as a competitor. These geopolitically
analysis has been the Blue-Print for World War I ““ as well as the Blue-Print for World War II. Including all inner struggeles within the
Continent of Europe during these both World Wars.

This formerly leading thinker of US-Geopolitics of polish origin and jewish believe, who has been famous for his extremely aggresive
Anti-Russian attitude, has thaught since 1997: That Russian could not be a globally Power or even an European Great-Power without
Ukrain. These thesis has been published within his latest cornerstone-release entiteled “žThe Grand Chessboard ““ American



Primacy and it´s Geostrategic Imperatives“.1 And the latest revealed strategy of the NATO should it be, to shape a belt of Vasalls from
the Balticum over Poland down to Ukrains Harbour-City of Odessa ““ in oder to realize the ““ willfully - splitting of Germany and whole
Europe from Russia - following exactly the above mentioned Ismay-communicated Mac-Kinder-Doctrin.2 These Intermarium-Strategy
has become announced on the 70th Anniversary of the NATO in the US-Capital Washington D. C. - and should be taken seriously
because of this placement.

Reflecting all these geoplitically, historically and military hard facts, it should become recognized, that the German-Russian lifeline of
the North-Stream-II-Pipeline is in totally disput with all the above revealed corenerstones of the NATO-Doctrin. And Germany as a
defeated and occupied Enemy-State (Articles 53 and 107 UN-Charta)1 without a real Consitution and a Peace-Contract2 - as well as
a “žMember“ of the middle level of these NATO - will not have the Power to force through these Pipeline-Project against this all-
dominating system. And the USA as the ruling NATO-leader will force Germany to cancel these project even with means of military
threat: Because the prevention of a Russian-German-Alliance of Industry and Engery is a casus bellum for the anglo-saxonian
Geoplitics since 1904.

Because of these very specific strategically and historically situation, the author of these analyis - since two years ““ counsels, to
chose the way of the Turkish-Stream-Pipeline.1 In oder to penetrate Europe - with Turkey as new and a strategically Key-Partner -
comming from the South (Bulgaria) to the Center (Austria) of Europe. These Balkan-Erea is much weaker and softer than the ancient
““ very well guarded - East-West-Frontline running between Tallinn in the North and Odessa in the South - of the Intermarium-Cluster.
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